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Abstract

Understanding how mammalian cells function requires a dynamic perspective. 
However, owing to the complexity of signalling networks, these non-linear 
systems can easily elude human intuition. The central aim of systems 
biology is to improve our understanding of the temporal complexity of cell 
signalling pathways, using a combination of experimental and computational 
approaches. Live-cell imaging and computational modelling are compatible 
techniques which allow quantitative analysis of cell signalling pathway 
dynamics. Non-invasive imaging techniques, based on the use of various 
luciferases and fluorescent proteins, trace cellular events such as gene 
expression, protein–protein interactions and protein localization in cells. 
By employing a number of markers in a single assay, multiple parameters 
can be measured simultaneously in the same cell. Following acquisition 
using specialized microscopy, analysis of multi-parameter time-lapse 
images facilitates the identi� cation of important qualitative and quantitative 
relationships–linking intracellular signalling, gene expression and cell fate. 
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Improvements in reporter genes coupled with signi� cant advances in detector 
technologies, are now allowing us to image gene expression non-invasively in 
individual living cells. These methods are providing remarkable insights into 
the dynamics of gene expression during complex processes, such as the cell 
cycle and the responses of cells to hormones, growth factors and nutrients. 
On a larger scale, dynamics of gene expression may also be monitored in 
living organisms. This new technology will greatly assist attempts to decipher 
the complex behaviours exhibited by biological signalling networks, for 
instance the ability to integrate multiple input signals over time, and generate 
speci� c outputs.

Introduction: role of single-cell imaging in systems biology

The eukaryotic cell receives a multitude of signals from the extracellular 
environment which it must interpret and respond to in an appropriate 
manner. These signals are transmitted within the cell using multiple pathways, 
which frequently involve protein translocation and the modification of 
signalling molecules. The resulting change in the activity of target proteins like 
transcription factors, then modulate the expression of a speci� c set of genes. 
Years of research have helped to elucidate individual molecular interactions 
within many signalling pathways. However, these signalling cascades, often 
drawn in isolation as static linear pathways, are complex interconnected 
signalling networks within cells, built up through integration of multiple 
pathways. One particular external signal may result in the simultaneous 
activation of many signalling pathways within the cell. Additionally, because 
cells are very rarely stimulated by just one isolated signal in vivo, the 
complexity of cellular signalling networks becomes vast.

Understanding the molecular mechanisms controlling these activities 
across the whole network requires a simpler way to visualize the system com-
plexity. The pathway output of transcription factor activity most probably 
results in the expression of genes encoding other signalling molecules. The 
understanding of pathway inputs and outputs becomes extremely complex 
when the expressed protein can in turn interact with the pathway, establishing 
non-linear feedback structures within the network. When considering system 
dynamics, the speci� c ordering and timing of individual processes become vital 
to determining the overall behaviour of the integrated signalling system. It is 
now important to de� ne where and how pathways interact, and to examine the 
functional effects of these interactions. The non-intuitive nature of non-linear 
systems is exhibited by a wide range of dynamical properties including bist-
ability, adaptation and oscillations [1]. This requires data from single cells and 
mathematical approaches to help comprehend their behaviour.

There are many instances in biology where the same activating signal can 
lead to quite different cellular responses in different cells or in the same cells 
at different times or under different conditions. This is achieved by speci� c 
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interactions between signalling molecules, making the cellular environment 
critical for the correct interpretation of incoming signals. As cell populations 
are heterogeneous, the ability to acquire spatial and temporal information in a 
single cell is fundamental, requiring non-invasive methods of measuring cellu-
lar processes in the same cell over time. The visualization of cellular processes 
in vivo enables the investigation of important biological questions such as 
understanding the function of genes and gene products, and how they regulate 
cellular processes through complex signalling networks.

Live-cell imaging

Fluorescence imaging and reporter gene technology allow the non-invasive 
measurement of biological processes in live cells. When coupled with 
time-lapse imaging, processes can be followed over both spatial and temporal 
scales. The output presents multi-dimensional quantitative information about 
the biological assay in question. Conventional microscopy methods have 
limitations in the dynamic analysis of processes, mainly since cells require 
chemical � xing and therefore observations are snap-shots at single time points 
in non-physiological conditions, resulting in population-based rather than 
single-cell data [2].

Time-lapse � uorescence imaging facilitates the quantitative measurements 
of the dynamics of cellular processes with both high spatial and temporal 
resolution, and enables the real-time dynamics of biological processes to be 
observed. The precise control of environmental factors is essential for the 
ef� cient functioning of physiological processes. For example, temperature can 
considerably affect reaction kinetics. Microscope incubators maintain optimal 
conditions for cells to survive by closely regulating temperature, CO2 concen-
tration and humidity (Figure 1).

In laser scanning confocal microscopy, a pinhole aperture enables an 
optical section of narrow depth to be imaged by only allowing � uorescent 
light from the focal plane to reach the detectors (whereas a traditional wide-
� eld microscope also acquires information from outside the plane of focus) [3]. 
Wider pinholes enable a thicker slice to be imaged. Lasers are used to excite the 
� uorophores in a sample at a particular wavelength. The images generated are 
multi-dimensional, each single timeframe can be composed of multiple optical 
slices in the Z-plane and generally include a transmission image plus an image 
for each different � uorescence compound used (greater than one for multi-
parameter studies) for each time point. Thus data may be collected in the X.Y.Z 
planes and at multiple wavelengths over time. There are likely to be many cells 
per � eld (20–50 with a 40 × magni� cation objective lens, dependent on cell type), 
typical data extracted from a single cell in these images includes the cytoplasmic 
mean � uorescence and nuclear mean � uorescence. Other variables can also be 
derived from this, for example relative � uorescence in the form of nuclear to 
cytoplasmic mean � uorescence ratio, which is useful for comparing cytoplasmic 
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with nuclear translocation dynamics between cells with differing absolute levels 
of � uorescence.

Luminescent reporters and imaging techniques

Reporter gene technologies allow the detection and quanti� cation of gene 
expression. The promoter region of a gene can be used to regulate the expression 
of a reporter gene whose activity can be readily quanti� ed, for example the 
luciferase gene from the firefly Photinus pyralis or the sea pansy Renilla 
reniformis. Through the addition of the luciferase substrate (luciferin or 
coelenterazine respectively), light is generated. The number of photons emitted 
is proportional to the luciferase expression level and the promoter activity can 
be detected using a highly sensitive low-light CCD (charged-coupled-device) 
camera [4].

Luminescence imaging is extremely sensitive and enables the detection 
of promoter activity (Figure 2). However, relatively long integration times 
of 15–30 min are required to observe signi� cant levels of luminescence from 
individual cells. Relative to changes in gene expression this is less of a problem 
than would be the case for more dynamic processes such as protein movement.

A

B (a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1. Maintenance of optimal temperature on the microscope is vital in time-

course imaging experiments

(A) Two examples of incubators attached to microscopes for maintaining the temperature at 
37°C and the CO2 concentration at 5%. (B) The effect of temperature on Swiss 3T3 cells in 
culture for 72 h: (a) Grown in a conventional incubator at 37°C, or on a microscope at actual 
temperatures of (b) 35°C (c) 39°C or (d) 37°C.
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The promoter–luciferase reporter may be introduced into cells in culture 
by microinjection, transient or stable transfection of cells, or by generation 
of transgenic animals. Additionally, infection using a viral vector such as an 
adenovirus [5] has also proven successful. Bioluminescence imaging is a highly 
sensitive, non-toxic analytical technique that is particularly well suited to 
long-term, longitudinal studies in cultured cells and living organisms [6]. It has 
had a notable impact in studies of tumour progression in living mice [7] and 
circadian rhythmicity at the level of whole organisms [8], explanted tissues and 
single cells [9].

Fluorescent reporters and imaging techniques

The most common technique for studying and acquiring data on dynamic 
cellular processes is perhaps live-cell � uorescence microscopy [10]. The advent 
of � uorescent protein markers has enabled the visualization, tracking and 
quanti� cation of molecules in living cells. This is achieved using recombinant 
� uorescent protein technology [11]. DNA encoding the protein of interest and 
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Figure 2. Live cell luminescence microscopy

(A) Tracking human prolactin transcription over time following stimulation with 5 µM forskolin. 
Time-lapse microscopy images of GH3 cells, transfected with a 13 kDa human prolactin pro-
moter luciferase reporter construct. (B) Diagrammatic representation of live-cell luminescence 
microscopy. Activation of prolactin (PRL) is visualized as light production resulting from the tran-
scription of the reporter (luciferase) gene. MAPK, mitogen-activated protein kinase.
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DNA encoding a � uorescent protein, e.g. GFP (green � uorescent protein), 
originally isolated from the jelly� sh Aequorea victoria [12], are inserted into a 
plasmid expression vector (circular DNA) which is then introduced into cells 
by transfection or microinjection. The expression of this vector within the host 
cell consequently results in the synthesis of the � uorescently tagged protein 
of interest. On activation of the pathway, the resulting behaviour of the 
fusion protein can be tracked over time, and the dynamics of this molecule at 
particular time points can be compared with respect to the mode of activation 
of the pathway.

Using a � uorescent protein as a protein tag has the advantage that it allows 
the study of the dynamics of the localization of a protein (Figure 3). It can also 
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Figure 3. Live-cell fl uorescence confocal microscopy

(A) Diagrammatic version of fusion protein formation. Integrating the fl uorescence gene next 
to the gene of interest in the chosen cell, formation of a fusion protein and visualization of the 
protein of interest by the attached fl uorescent tag using a microscope. (B) Time-lapse confocal 
fl uorescence microscopic images of SK-N-AS neuroblastoma cells transfected with a p65-dsred 
xp expression vector following TNFα (tumour necrosis factor α) stimulation. (C) Quantifi cation 
of protein translocation as nuclear/cytoplasmic fl uorescence from the same cell.
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be used to study the dynamic compartmentalization of the GFP-tagged protein 
within cells by FRAP (� uorescence recovery after photobleaching) [13].

Fluorescence imaging requires a � nite time for � uorophore maturation 
following its synthesis [4]. However, � uorescence detection requires only 
very short integration times of the order of milliseconds to seconds per frame. 
This enables the measurement of highly dynamic processes since time intervals 
between images can be fractions of a second. The limitations are dependent on 
the capabilities of the microscopy system, for example the sensitivity of the 
detectors used for acquiring individual images and the number of variables 
measured.

A potential disadvantage of using any � uorescent protein as a reporter 
protein is that it may be critical to which end of the protein it is fused. For 
instance, N-terminal tagging may inactivate signal sequences and C-terminal 
tagging may affect C-terminal localization signals and interfere with the locali-
zation of those proteins which rely on the proper targeting of their transcripts 
[14]. Simpson et al. [15] proposed a strategy to include both N- and C-terminal 
� uorescent protein fusions to largely circumvent the danger of missing or mis-
interpreting entire classes of proteins owing to misplacement of the � uorescent 
protein tag and any aberrant effects that the � uorescent protein may have had 
on targeting signals of the protein.

Several key properties of � uorescent proteins include their solubility, fold-
ing rate and spectral properties (e.g. quantum yield, molar absorption coef� cient, 
absorption and emission spectra). For GFP, the gene has been altered by muta-
genesis to produce a range of novel fluorophores such as EGFP (enhanced 
GFP), EYFP (enhanced yellow � uorescent protein) and ECFP (enhanced cyan 
� uorescent protein) [16–18]. More recently, various GFP homologues have 
been identi� ed in the Anthozoan reef corals [19]. Examples include AmCyan, 
ZsYellow, DsRed and HcRed. As with GFP, the cDNA sequence for each of 
these proteins has been codon-optimized and mutated to produce a further 
set of � uorescent proteins with different spectral characteristics and/or other 
enhancements. Fluorescence imaging is non-invasive if longer wavelength and 
lower intensity excitation is used. However, transient expression of � uorescent 
fusion proteins may result in higher than normal levels of a particular protein, 
and this may have an unexpected aberrant affect on the function of the � uor-
escent fusion protein or on the overall dynamic behaviour of the endogenous 
system. Control experiments, including biochemical analysis of both endog-
enous and exogenously expressed proteins, are important to identify any chang-
es in behaviour. The generation of a stable cell line in which the fusion protein 
is integrated into the genome and stably expressed, can result in relatively lower 
and de� ned levels of � uorescent fusion protein gene expression [3]. With tran-
sient transfection, the number of plasmid DNA expression vectors taken up by 
each individual cell cannot be controlled, therefore cells within a single experi-
ment may have a wide range of expression levels depending on the plasmid copy 
number per cell.
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Advanced imaging techniques using fl uorescent proteins

A number of different � uorescent proteins can be used in the same assay to 
investigate controlled relationships between variables, including co-localization 
studies and protein–protein interactions, which can be analysed by a technique 
called FRET [Förster (sometimes also called � uorescence) resonance energy 
transfer] (Figure 4). One advantage of transient transfection is the ability to 
observe a range of expression levels between individual cells; in addition, 
varying expression levels of multiple � uorescent fusions can provide an insight 
into the relative concentration dependence on the functioning of the proteins 
of interest. Ex vivo � uorescent microscopy enables the quantitative analysis 
of biochemical signalling pathways (and networks), since dynamic imaging 
techniques can measure molecular biophysical properties and the dynamics 
of cell processes. There are a number of techniques such as FRAP (Figure 5) 
which can provide quantitative measurements of molecular mobility from 
which a diffusion coef� cient can be calculated. FCS (� uorescence correlation 
spectroscopy) can also measure molecular movement across a small de� ned 
volume by using a focused laser (single molecule detection; however the data 
may not be strictly representative of individual molecules due to artefacts) [2]. 
The availability of these parameters can help develop better and more accurate 
dynamic models of the system. The integration of the quantitative data 
extracted through image analysis allows complex relationships to be identi� ed. 
Imaging techniques such as FRAP, i-FRAP (inverse-FRAP) and FLIP 
(� uorescence loss in photobleaching) can provide insights into the kinetics 
and translocations of subsets of proteins of interest, and their accessibility to 
different cellular compartments [20]. This provides information on the overall 
mobility of molecules and allows for the detection of sequential translocation 
of factors from one compartment to another [21]. More recently, FCFM 
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λa
λb
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λb λc

B

B
A

Figure 4. Diagrammatic representation of FRET

FRET describes an energy transfer mechanism between two chromophores. A donor chromo-
phore in its excited state can transfer energy to an acceptor chromophore in close proximity 
(typically <10 nm). For monitoring the complex formation between two molecules, one of them 
is labelled with a donor and the other with an acceptor, and these fl uorophore-labelled mol-
ecules are mixed. When they are dissociated, the donor emission is detected upon the donor 
excitation. On the other hand, when the donor and acceptor are closer (<10 nm), the acceptor 
takes the energy from the donor and emit photons of a different colour.
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(� bred confocal � uorescence microscopy) has been used to image in situ gene 

expression using EGFP in cells of living animals [22].

The growing complexity of signalling networks is such that a multi-disci-

plinary effort is required. As the properties of complex systems become 

non-intuitive, biologists, systems biologists and mathematicians are now 

beginning to work together to try to make sense of it all [1,23–25]. A well-

studied example of how a complex network can control functional signalling 

dynamics is the NF-κB (nuclear factor κB) pathway.

NF-κ κ B signalling pathway

NF-κB is a well-studied family of inducible dimeric transcription factors 

which differentially regulate cell fate (apoptosis, cell division, differentiation). 

NF-κB modulates the activity of ~300 different genes. In common with 

many other signalling (and metabolic) pathways it is activated via a 

variety of cell-surface-receptor-mediated pathways. NF-κB signalling is 

highly regulated in both space and time, where the two properties are 

intricately linked and essential for understanding NF-κB function. The 

delicate balance maintained in both the resting and activated system, through 

various protein–protein interactions, transport mechanisms and protein 

modification, reveal the complexity inherent within this system. NF-κB 

dimers are sequestered in the cytoplasm of unstimulated cells by binding to 

IκB (inhibitor of NF-κB) proteins which block NF-κB nuclear translocation. 

A wide range of stimuli activate the IKK (IκB kinase) signalosome, which 

phosphorylates IκB (at Ser32 and Ser36 on IκBα) and NF-κB proteins (e.g. at 

Ser536 in RelA). Phosphorylation of IκB proteins leads to their ubiquitination 
and proteasomal degradation, liberating free NF-κB dimers which translocate 

A

Photobleach

B

Figure 5. Diagrammatic representation of FRAP

A fl uorophore (e.g. GFP) is covalently attached to the molecule of interest. The fl uorescently 
tagged molecules are visualized using a microscope and photobleached. Now there is a black area 
fi lled with photobleached molecules surrounded by fl uorescently tagged molecules that have not 
been photobleached. If these molecules are able to diffuse, this will cause the fl uorescent area to 
become a little less bright, and the blackened area will gradually increase in brightness as fl uores-
cent molecules migrate into this area. (A) GFP-tagged molecules from outside the marked area 
moving in after photobleaching of selected area. (B) No movement of GFP-tagged molecules into 
selected region after initial photobleach.
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to the nucleus and regulate target gene transcription. The recently observed 
oscillations in NF-κB localization [26] and DNA-binding bring a novel view 
to the dynamic (self-) regulation of this system, which may be an essential 
property required to initiate appropriate patterns of gene expression. IκBα is 
a transcriptional target of NF-κB, and it creates a delayed negative-feedback 
loop leading to oscillations in the system (Figure 6), similar to those of the 
circadian clock and other ultradian oscillators such as p53 [27]. We have used 
iterative real-time single-cell imaging and mathematical modelling to show 
that the NF-κB system is oscillatory and uses delayed negative feedback to 
direct nuclear to cytoplasmic cycling of transcription factor(s) that regulate 
gene expression.

We have seen that (i) only live single-cell measurements can allow visual-
ization of these properties, as averaging cells that are out of phase can mask 
oscillations, and (ii) the oscillations can be characterized in terms of their 
amplitude, as well as their timing and their frequency. We have suggested that 
the frequency or maintenance of oscillations may be responsible for determin-
ing the downstream events. Experimental and theoretical analyses suggest that 
modulations within the NF-κB pathway differentially affect the amplitude, 
timing and frequency of the oscillations.

ubub
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ubub
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IKK activation 
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NF-κB

IκBα
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Figure 6. Simplifi ed diagrammatic representation of the NF-κ κ B pathway

A signal (e.g. TNFα) activates IKK which phosphorylates IκBα, resulting in its phosphorylation 
and degradation. This releases active NF-κB to translocate to the nucleus and regulate target 
genes including IκBα. New IκBα forms a negative-feedback loop which restores NF-κB to the 
cytoplasm. ub, uniquitin.
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Conclusions

Time-lapse single-cell imaging facilitates the quantitative measurements of the 
dynamics of cellular processes with both high spatial and temporal resolution. 
The number of signalling reactions investigated in a single assay will continue 
to increase as new fluorophores and dyes are developed, incorporating 
as many as possible to allow parallel investigation [28]. These result in 
high-throughput, high-content screening assays. The main problem inherent 
in this scale-up of data acquisition is the ability to derive biological information 
and understanding. The problem is not only due to the vast quantity of 
multi-parameter data, but because of the multi-dimensional complexity 
integrated therein. As new and improved microscopy techniques arise, large 
amounts of time-lapse imaging data are being produced. One present aim is to 
automate analysis of intracellular protein localization and dynamics. This will 
require novel computing techniques; initially to extract this data from images 
(via time-series image analysis) [29–31], and then integrate this quantitative 
information (by computational modelling), thereby building a quantitative 
view of cellular processes.

Dynamic experiments have the ability to reveal new and useful 
information about inherently complex biological control systems. However, 
understanding how this information fits together and how perturbations 
affect system dynamics can be a complex task, especially when considering the 
regulatory mechanisms of observed oscillatory phenomena which can behave 
in non-intuitive ways. In this case, mathematical models will be required, 
due to the large number of molecules and feedback processes necessary to 
generate oscillatory behaviour [32]. The NF-κB signalling system exempli� es 
some of the complexities faced. The development of computational models, 
addressing all or part of cell signalling systems, can provide biologists with 
the ability to reintegrate the data to look at signalling pathways in a holistic 
manner without having to sacrifice molecular details [33]. Understanding 
the dynamics and context of the information known within classical static 
networks are major challenges for current biology, therefore single-cell 
imaging and data analysis, and complementary computational modelling is 
becoming a vital tool for biological research. Model testing in parallel with 
experiments will allow iterative re� nement of models, and help to constrain 
uncertain parameters. However, some of the most interesting cases occur 
when the model can no longer � t the data irrespective of the set of parameter 
values. This means new hypotheses about the system need to be de� ned. In the 
case where the model is consistent with experimental data, subsequent model 
analysis techniques enable quantitative hypothesis testing in a controlled 
manner (and are economical in both cost and time). Within a laboratory 
environment an iterative cycle of modelling and experiments can assist in new 
knowledge discovery and productive experimental design.
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Summary

• Fluorescence imaging and reporter gene technology allow the non-inva-
sive measurement of biological processes in individual live cells over 
time.

• Time-lapse single-cell imaging facilitates the observation and 
recording of the cellular processes with both high spatial and temporal 
resolution.

• Live-cell imaging enables the real-time dynamics of biological processes 
to be observed.

• Single-cell imaging, analysis and complementary computational 
modelling are vital tools in quantitative biological research.
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